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It includes all the CBSE All Examination Question Papers (Delhi and Outside Delhi) from 2014
to 2021 fully solved.
Sample Papers for Class 10 Science is the best sample paper available to obtain maximum
marks in CBSE Class 10. These sample papers are made as per the latest reduced CBSE
curriculum and this will help you with deep learning for the entire syllabus. Class 10 Science
Sample Papers include the latest case-study-based questions with their free video solutions for
the Class 10 Board Examinations 2021. These practice papers are best to obtain a 100%
score in science. It comes with last-minute revision notes covering all the important topics.
Each sample paper has a detailed explanation for each question. It also includes free video
solutions for all questions for the official sample paper. Sample Papers Class 10 CBSE
Science is designed under the guidance of DR RS Aggarwal, which is assured to help you
study properly for your test. This book is checked thoroughly under the three assessments to
provide 100 % error-free content. This sample paper book is regarded as one of the best
preparatory materials available in the market. Following are the features for Class 10 Sample
Papers for Science: • 10 Solved Sample Papers • 1 CBSE Official Solved Sample Paper •
Quick Revision Material covering all important topics. • Free Video Solution for all case-study
based questions and CBSE Official Sample Paper • Easy to understand and as per the latest
and reduced curriculum
Salient Features of 20+ Sample Papers Chemistry XII (2020-21) · The book is designed strictly
as per the Reduced CBSE Syllabus released on 7th July 2020; Circular No.: Acad - 47/2020. ·
All Sample Papers are based on the latest CBSE Sample Question Paper 2021 released on
9th October 2020, Circular No.: Acad – 77/2020. · Solution of CBSE Sample Question Paper
2021 and 10 Sample Papers are given. · 10 Unsolved Sample Papers and CBSE Examination
Papers 2020 are given for ample practice. Students will be able to access the solutions of
these papers by scanning the QR Code given at the back of the book. · Assertion - Reason
Questions and Case-based/Source-based/ Passage-based Questions are inserted at proper
places in every Sample Papers.
Benefit from easy, quick, and concise revisions for your Class 10 ICSE Board Examinations
(2022) with the help of our 10 Years Solved Papers guidebook. Our booklet consists of solved
papers for total 17 subjects including Hindi, English I, English II, History & Civics(Paper I),
Geography(Paper II), Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Computer Application,
Physical Education, Economics, Economic Applications, Commercial Studies, Commercial
Applications, Home Science , and Environmental Science. Content is based on the latest
syllabus prescribed by council of ICSEE which will help you to succeed in the competitive 10th
standard exams right from your home. How can you benefit from Gurukul ICSE 10 Years
Solved Papers for 10th Class? Our handbook is a one-stop solution for 10th Grade ICSE
examination. With all subjects in one book, including solved question papers from the last 10
years (2011-2020), our modern guide is the best book as it develops deep insight into the
subject and students also get aquainted with the marks distribution and gain advance
knowledge of the type and style of questions asked in boards. With study material for entire
syllabus and previous papers of 17 subjects, our preparation manual also consists of
numerous tips and tools to improve study techniques for any school test. Students can create
vision boards to establish practice schedules, and maintain study logs to measure their
progress. With the help of our foundation hand book, students can also identify basic patterns
in question types and structures, allowing them to cultivate more efficient methods to answer.
Our exemplar book also provides a comprehensive overview of important topics in each
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subject, making it easier for students to score higher marks in the exams. Why should you trust
Gurukul Books? Gurukul Books is a unit of Oswal Publishers has been in operation since
1985. Over the past 30 years, our publication has developed reliable content that aids students
and teachers in achieving excellence. We create reference material that is extensively
researched, meticulously articulated, and comprehensively edited ? catering to the various
National and Regional Academic Boards in India.
• Strictly as per the Term wise syllabus & Sample Question Paper released on 2nd Sept., 2021
• Exam-Targeted,5 solved & 5 Self-Assessment Papers • All Types of MCQs–Assertionreason & Case-based • Answers with Explanations & OMR Sheets after each Sample
Question Paper • Academically important (AI) Questions for Board Exam • Learn more with
‘Mind Maps’ • On-Tips Notes’ for Quick Revision • For detailed study, scan the QR code

NEW VERSION: Available now based on the 20th September 2019 CBSE Sample
Paper. This Science sample papers book with over 4000+ copies sold since it came out
for the 2020 February CBSE Exam, is one of our best-sellers already and heavily
recommended by many experts for practice. This book strictly follows CBSE guidelines,
blueprint and February 2020 Exam syllabus. After 1 year of Research and
Development, this special Science book is launched by our panel of experts. This Book
Covers the following: - 10 Practice Papers (solved) - 4 Self-assessment papers - CBSE
September 2019 Sample Paper - CBSE March 2019 Board Paper (solved by topper) CBSE 2018 Topper Answer Sheet Extra value items added in this book: - Utilising 15
minute reading time just before the exam (by CBSE topper) - Structuring your Maths
Exam 3 hours smartly (by CBSE Markers) - Underline of CBSE prescribed value points
in each solution (these are the key points that CBSE markers look for in your answers
to give you full marks) - Self-assessments will also give you enough match practice
needed to crack the big exam should you maintain compliance in your practice routine.
Overall, this book will help you shine in your last mile of exam preparation for the
upcoming exam. Good luck and have a successful year ahead.
Our CBSE Physics Term 1 Sample Paper MCQ Book includes 13 Sample Papers
(Solved, Unsolved & Extra) for maximum Term 1 practice with MCQs that are based on
the latest paper pattern. After 7 quality checks, these books make the most preferred
final revision book for CBSE Class 12 Term 1 Boards.
• Strictly as per the Term wise syllabus & Sample Question Paper released on 2nd
Sept.,2021 • Exam-Targeted,5 solved & 10 Self-Assessment Papers • All Types of
MCQs–Assertion-reason & Case-based • Answers with Explanations & OMR Sheets
after each Sample Question Paper • Academically important (AI) Questions for Board
Exam • Learn more with ‘Mind Maps’ • On-Tips Notes’ for Quick Revision • For
detailed study, scan the QR code
Some of the key highlights of Oswaal Sample Papers are: • Ten Sample Question
Papers covering important concepts from an examination perspective (1-5 solved and
6-10 for Self-Assessment*) • All Typologies of Questions specified by included for
examination success • Scheme of Evaluation upto March/April 2020 Exam with detailed
explanations as per the word limit for exam-oriented study • ‘On Tips Notes’ for crisp
revision We hope Oswaal Sample Papers empower each and every student to excel,
now and always!!
Preparing for any Examination calls for a lot of discipline and perseverance on the part
of a student. We at Arundeep’s Self-Help Books have always strived to be a student’s
closest companion, his guiding light and his trusted friend by helping them to sail
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through this important phase with utmost ease and confidence and emerge a winner!!
In order to excel, a student not only has to be updated with the latest CISCE Board
curriculum but also stay focused and use necessary exam tools to his advantage.
CISCE has released an updated curriculum for Academic Year 2018-2021 on which
Arundeep’s Self-Help Books has based all its Exam Preparatory Material. We have
always been proactive to follow the changes proposed by the Board and implement the
same as soon as possible to put the students, parents and teachers at ease. The ICSE
Sample Question Papers have been developed as per the latest Board guidelines in
order to support the students during the crucial exam preparatory phase. They provide
the most formidable combination of Questions along with top notch Learning Tools to
empower the students to conquer every examination they face. Each Sample Question
Paper has been designed with a lot of care and precision. Our panel of experts have
tried their best to arrange each Sample Question Paper in such a way that it gives the
students an exact feel of the Final Examination. Special care has been taken to keep all
the solutions simple and precise.
The book 24 CBSE Sample Papers – Physics, Chemistry and Biology Class 12 - 2nd
Edition has been developed exclusively for Class 12 students so as to bring out their
best performance in the final exam. The book contains 24 Sample Papers - 8 each of
Physics, Chemistry and Biology. Explanations to all the questions along with stepwise
marking has been provided. The 24 Sample Papers have been designed exactly as per
the latest Blue Prints issued by CBSE. The books also provide a 24 page Refresher
Material for PCB containing Important Formulas & Terms.
This book is designed to help the first-year engineering students in building their
concepts in the course of Basic Electrical Engineering, It introduces the subject in a
simple and lucid manner for a better understanding. It sdopts a student friendly
approach with many solved examples and unsolved questions. This book will serve as
a stepping stone for students in understanding the course efficiently. It provides
complete coverage of MAKAUT 2018 syllabu.
Strictly as per the Term wise syllabus & Sample Question Paper released on 2nd
Sept.,2021 Exam-Targeted,5 solved & 5 Self-Assessment Papers All Types of
MCQs–Assertion-reason & Case-based Answers with Explanations & OMR Sheets
after each Sample Question Paper Academically important (AI) Questions for Board
Exam Learn more with ‘Mind Maps’ On-Tips Notes’ for Quick Revision For detailed
study, scan the QR code
This Book of SSC-JE (Prelims) for Electrical Engineering consists Previous Years
question of SSC-JE from 2007 to 2018 (held in September 2019). The questions are
segregated in topic-wise pattern encompassing all subjects, such as, Network,
Measurements, Electrical Machines, Power Systems, Basic Electronics, Control
Systems, DE and EMFT. The Book has collection of last 32 papers of SSC-JE which
become it an ideal Book for Electrical Engineering aspirants.
It includes all the CBSE All Examination Question Papers (Delhi and Outside Delhi)
from 2014 to 2020 fully solved.

Our CBSE Chemistry Term 1 Sample Paper MCQ Book includes 13 Sample
Papers (Solved, Unsolved & Extra) for maximum Term 1 practice with MCQs that
are based on the latest paper pattern. After 7 quality checks, these books make
the most preferred final revision book for CBSE Class 12 Term 1 Boards.
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BENEFITS OF NEET SQPs: Get a thorough practice with 15 sample papers
Decode the exam pattern with Previous Years’ Papers Get on top of exam paper
trends with Subjective Analysis Execute last minute revision with Answer Keys
Enhance cognitive learning with Oswaal ‘Mind Maps’ Boost memory and
confidence with Oswaal Mnemonics Easy to scan QR Codes for Revision Notes,
Concept Videos & Appendix
Oswaal Topper’s Handbooks Classes 11 & 12 Tips to crack various entrance
exams Study Material for in-depth learning Mind Maps for concept clarity Real
time videos for hybrid learning Appendix for enhancement of knowledge Oswaal
NEET Question Bank Based on the Scheme of Examination issued by the NTA
on 16th Dec 2020 JEE Main Exam 2019 & 2020 Question Papers with solutions
Chapter-wise & Topic-wise presentation for systematic learning Subjective
(Integer Types) Questions for extensive practice Revision Notes for quick
revision Concept Videos for hybrid learning Commonly Made Errors to polish
concepts Mind Maps for better retention
This book provides an overview of how to run a Mathematical “Circle,” i.e., an
organization that discovers and nurtures young mathematical talents through
meaningful extra-curricular activities. This is the first volume in a trilogy
describing in particular the S.M.A.R.T. Circle project, which was founded in
Edmonton, Canada in 1981. The acronym S.M.A.R.T. stands for Saturday
Mathematical Activities, Recreations & Tutorials. This book, Volume I, offers a
sampling of many aspects, including projects and mini-courses. Volume II, which
consists of student projects, addresses the purpose of the Circle, and Volume III,
consisting of mini-courses, explains what actually takes place in the Circle. All
three volumes provide a wealth of resources (mathematical problems, quizzes
and games, together with their solutions). The books will be of interest to selfmotivated students who want to conduct independent research, teachers who
work with these students, and teachers who are currently running or planning to
run Mathematical Circles of their own.
A self-taught authority on electromagnetic theory, telegraphy and telephony,
Oliver Heaviside (1850-1925) dedicated his adult life to the improvement of
electrical technologies. Inspired by James Clerk Maxwell's field theory, he spent
the 1880s presenting his ideas as a regular contributor to the weekly journal, The
Electrician. The publication of Electrical Papers, a year after his election to the
Royal Society in 1891, established his fame beyond the scientific community. An
eccentric figure with an impish sense of humour, Heaviside's accessible style
enabled him to educate an entire generation in the importance and application of
electricity. In so doing he helped to establish that very British phenomenon, the
garden-shed inventor. Combining articles on the electromagnetic wave surface
and electromagnetic induction with notes on nomenclature and the self-induction
of wires, Volume 2 serves as an excellent source for both electrical engineers
and historians of science.
Strictly as per the Term wise syllabus & Sample Question Paper released on 2nd Sept.
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2021 Exam-Targeted, 10 Solved Papers All Types of MCQs–Assertion-reason & Casebased Answers with Explanations & OMR Sheets after each Sample Question Paper
Exam-oriented important Questions for Board Exam
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